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“‘Any good?’ ‘Will this do?’”: Reflections on the Poetry 
of C.S. Lewis
In. his. lifetime. Clive. Staples. Lewis. (1898–1963). was. a  very. popular. author.
thanks.to.his.fiction.(stories.for.children.–.The.Narnia.Cycle,.a space.trilogy.
and.a novel.–.Till We Have Faces),.his.theological.and.philosophical.writings.
of.various.kinds.(satirical,.e .g ..The Screwtape Letters; meditational,.e .g ..A Grief 
Observed;.explanatory,.e .g ..The Four Loves).and.–.last.but.not.least.–.his.literary.
criticism ..All.his.prose.texts,.characterized.by.lucid,.clear.and.attractive.style,.


































background,. that. is. middle-class. romantic. intellectuals. who. fought. in. the.
trenches.of.World.War.I ..However,.Lewis’s.first.volume.of.poetry,.entitled.Spir-







Tennyson,.Arnold,.MacDonald. and. Francis.Thompson.were. felt. to. be. out-
moded.in.“their.vague.romanticism.typical.of.1890s.rather.than.the.postwar.
years”.(Adey.1998:.195) ..Still,.for.modern.biographers.and.students.of.Lewis’s.
work.his.first.book. is. important.as.providing.evidence. for.his.early. interest.
in.characteristic.mythical.themes.and.images.as.well.as.in.poetic.metres.and.
stanza.forms ..Although.it.was.the.time.of.poetic.experiments,.the.young.Lewis.









2. .Excerpts.of.the.reviews.are.quoted.in.Walter.Hooper’s Companion (2005:.144) ..
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George.MacDonald’s.allegorical.fantasies.–.Phantastes and.Lilith – on.Lewis’s.
narrative.(Adey.1998:.17) .3
Although.the.critical.reception.of.Dymer.was.a little.warmer.than.that.of.













3. .Lewis. speaks.openly.of.George.MacDonald. as.his. favourite. author. several. times. in.his.
works,.e .g ..in.Chapter.XI.of.his.autobiography.Surprised by Joy,.or.in.Chapter.IX.of.The Great 
Divorce: A Dream,.where.MacDonald.–.similarly.to.Virgil.in.Divine Comedy.– is.the.narrator’s.
guide.in.the.Valley.of.the.Shadow.of.Life ..
166. Teresa.Bela
Apart. from. a  firm. statement. about. Lewis’s. poetic. tastes. and. standards,.




lished.in.1924.in.Beacon 3,.No ..31.(May) ..The.presence.of.Joy.is.there.com-
pared. to.a visit.of.a big.bird. that.awakes. the. speaker.brushing.him.with. its.
feathers.and.makes.him. look.at. the.Northern. Irish. landscape. in.a new.way.
which.arouses.in.him.feelings.of.deliverance.and.freedom ..This.happy.sensa-
tion.is,.however,.very.brief.and.fleeting.–.the.essence.of.Joy.is.its.transience ..
In.his.autobiography,.Surprised by Joy, written.almost.30.years.later,.Lewis.at-
tempted.a description.of.this.experience.which.eventually,.after.his.conversion.






















the.end.of. .. .. ..I do.mean.that.there.is.no.longer.any.chance.of.discovering.a new.
long.poem.in.English.which.will.turn.out.just.what.I want.and.which.can.be.added.
4. .In.his.lecture.“De.Descriptione.Temporum”.Lewis.emphatically.says.of.poetry:.“this.is. .. .. ..
the.art.I love.best”.(Hooper.1969:.8) .
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to.the.Faerie Queene, The Prelude, Paradise Lost, The Ring and the Book, the.Earth-







that.–.in.spite.of.his. lack.of.success.with.Dymer – he.composed.three.more.
narrative.poems.simply.for.the.pleasure.he.derived.from.writing.such.verse ..
They. are. imaginative. tales. on.medieval. themes. of. love,. adventure. and. en-
chantment,.their.titles.suggestive.of.their.romantic.contents.(“Launcelot,”.“The.
Nameless.Isle,”.“The.Queen.of.Drum”) ..Lewis.never.tried.to.publish.them.and.
they.appeared. in.print,. together.with.Dymer,. only. six. years. after.his.death,.
in.the.volume.Narrative Poems, edited.by.Walter.Hooper (1969). The.reviews.
of.the poems.were.fairly.complimentary,.particularly.towards.“The.Queen.of.















The Pilgrim’s Regress: An Allegorical Apology for Christianity, Reason and Ro-
manticism.(1933),.the.first.book.he.published.after.Dymer..Lewis’s.first.readers.
and.critics.were.his.friends,.in.particular.Owen.Barfield,5.to.whom.he.always.
5. .Owen.Barfield,.the.author.of.Poetic Diction (1928),.a philosopher,.poet.and.critic,.had.been.












narrative.poetry.after.Spirits in Bondage, containing.127.pieces.–.that.is,.with.
very.few.exceptions,.practically.all.important.short.poetic.texts.hitherto.hid-
den.among.Lewis’s.papers.at.home,.scattered.in.various.journals.or.included.
in.his.prose.works.(The Pilgrim’s Regress) .6.Since.quite.a few.of.the.poems.were.
not.dated,.the.editor.followed.a thematic.order,.not.a chronological.one,.divid-
ing.the.texts.into.five.parts.whose.titles.had.been.borrowed.from.Lewis’s.works.




classical.myths,.biblical.motifs.and. folk.and. fairy. stories. re-told. from.a dif-
















6. .The.volume.was.included.(together.with.Spirits in Bondage and.a few.previously.unpub-
lished.texts). in.The Collected Poems of C.S. Lewis, edited.by.Walter.Hooper.and.published.in.
1994 ..
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process.of.mourning.described.later.in.A Grief Observed (1961) ..Part.V,.called.
“A Farewell.to.Shadow-lands,”.contains.17.epigrams.and.epitaphs.expressing.













What. is. also. striking.about. the.contents.of.Lewis’s.poetry,. is. a  considerable.
number.of.poems.that.touch.upon.the.problems.of.modern.life.and.art.and.
often.comment.satirically.on.various.aspects.of.social,.political.and.cultural.
reality ..The.most. interesting.among.these.are.the.texts. in.which.Lewis.deals.
with.matters.related.to.the.meaning.and.style.of.poetry .
As.has.been.mentioned.earlier,.Lewis’s.poetic.taste.had.from.the.start.been.
opposed. to. the.experimental. trends. in. the.poetry.of. the.early.20th.century,.
particularly.to.Vorticism ..Writing.to.his.father.(on.6.June.1920).about.his.and.






7. .Charles.Williams,.a poet,.novelist.and.theological.writer,.was.C .S ..Lewis’s.close.friend.from.









norance.of. traditional.prosody .. In.his.“Introductory.Letter,”.written. in.1963.
for.the.volume.that.he.had.been.preparing,.he.addressed.a presumably.typical.
modern.literary.editor.in.a sardonic.vein,.instructing.him.in.matters.concern-

















and.phenomena. traditionally. considered.beautiful. that.have.been.degraded.
in.modern.poetry.by.absurd.comparisons.drawn.from.inferior.or.squalid.ele-
ments.of. city. life ..He. rejects. these. similes.because. they.defy.his. experience.
as.man.and.reader.of.poetry ..So,.for.instance,.“red.dawn”.does.not.resemble.
“a chilblain.on.a cocktail-shaker’s.nose”.(l ..13),.“waterfalls”.are.not.similar.to.


















“stock.responses .”.The.idea,.borrowed.from.I .A ..Richards,.was.adapted.by.C .S ..
Lewis.to.his.own.use.and.written.extensively.about.in.Chapter.VIII.of.A Pref-





reminds. us. of. the. educational,. civilizing. function. of. old,. traditional. poetry.
that.was.carried.out.by.employment.of.certain.recurrent.themes.concerning.









to.make.use.of.“dull. things .”.There. is.clear. irony.implied.in.the. list.of. those.
dull.things.that.are.far.from.being.uninteresting.in.their.poetic.potential:.they.
include. creatures. and. things. attractive. and.delicious. (peacocks. and.honey),.
remote.and.fascinating.objects.(the.Great.Wall.and.Aldebaran),.lovely.natural.
scenes. (new-cut. grass,. a wave. on. the. beach),.most. beautiful. shapes. (horse,.


















In.Part. II.–.“The.Backward.Glance”.–. there.are.a  few.good.poems.con-
cerned.with.issues.related.to.those.implied.in.“A Confession”.(e .g ..“Evolution-
ary.Hymn,”.“The.Prudent.Jailer”),.but.in.order.to.diversify.the.topics.discussed.
another.poem.has.been. selected.as.meriting. special.mention.–. that. is. “The.
Salamander .”.It.can.be.called.a typical.Lewisian.poem.because.it.employs.his.
favourite,. Narnian. motif. of. “talking. animals .”. Unlike. in. Narnia,. however,.
a communication.between.a human.being.and.an.animal.creature.is.used.here.












































a  chasm,. a  return. from.exile),. he.has. started. a  process. of.maturing. in. love.
(“grow.man”.–.l ..12).only.to.discover.that.she.is.dying ..The.images.of.the.break-
ing.bridge.and.of.the.falling.ruin.can.be.interpreted.as.implying.the.situation.





texts. revealing. “the. distant. voice,”. signaling. Lewis’s. “doubts. and. questions.
about.God.and.human.meaning”.(King.1989:.184) ..My.choice.of.the.three.po-
ems.for.analysis.has.not.been.influenced.by.this.opinion ..I have.selected.them.
because. I have. found.the.poems.varied,. rich.and. interesting. in.content.and.
poetically.appealing ..Still,.the.fact.that.they.have.been.included.among.those.


















On. the. other. hand,. Lewis’s. poetry. is. never. uninteresting. as. he. often.
touches.upon.subjects. that.can.have.both.topical.and.universal.appeal:.phi-
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